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A warm welcome to all!
As most will know, there have been incidents
this semester when our community has been
endangered. These were worrying moments but
in the end problems were swiftly resolved and
intruders were quickly apprehended. The safety
of our residents continues to be IHD’s highest
priority. Plans are currently underway to enhance
security at CDU without becoming Fort Knox.
Student welfare lies at the heart of CDU’s
involvement in the national initiative “Respect.
Now. Always”. Flowing out of Universities
Australia, the initiative aims to ensure students
and staff are safe from sexual assault and sexual
harassment. You soon will see a new university
policy in this space and a national survey,
commissioned by Vice-Chancellors across the
country, will soon be conducted. More work in
the area will follow.
You will have noticed certain improvements
at IHD this semester. A number of our oldest
buildings have been spruced. Buildings 4, 5,
6 and 12 have been painted and roofing has
been cleaned and renewed. Gardens have
been improved as well and will continue to be
developed, not least in the Quad. For those living
where WiFi coverage has been most patchy, a
brand new network has been rolled out as stage
one of a three-stage project. We need air to
breath but WiFi to survive!
After exams, work will commence on extending
the awnings for Buildings 1, 2, 5, 6 and 12. These
will cover stairwells and room entrances which to
now have been exposed to the elements. At the
same time all bathrooms in Building 4 are to be
renovated and work will continue on refreshing
rooms and bathrooms in Building 3.
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please email

Next year the externals of Buildings 1 and 2 will be re-painted to
complete the ring around the Quad. Stage 2 of the WiFi project
will also be completed next year, leaving the final stage to be
rolled out in 2018.
The appeal of IHD is multifaceted, the most significant of which
is our personal community. Yet IHD’s appeal lies also in its built
environment. We aim to be aesthetically pleasing within a
tropical setting. Happy minds in a happy place.
Warmly,

Philip Mosely
Manager,
CDU Student Accommodation and Head
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Rubbing shoulders
In August numerous IHD residents hosted CDU’s VC and PVC’s.
On Wednesday, 10 August PVC VET Christine Robertson met with
residents Liam, James and Yee Yee. While the boys fascinated
Christine with their journeys to a rural off-the-grid residence, Yee Yee
praised the hands-on experience of VET studies.
A large meet and greet on Thursday, 11 August saw several IHD
residents – ranging from undergraduates to PhD candidates – break
away from their books to talk with the Provost Sue Carthew, DVC
Lawrence Cram, PVC LEBA Peter Kell and PVC EHSE Steve Shanahan.
Discussions ranged from faculty research to IHD living, including
entertaining experiences of ‘culture shock’. Meeting
students in such a way was refreshing for our visitors and
they’re eager to come back
Our VC, Simon Maddocks, visited on Friday, 12 August
and chatted amongst a group of residents. Much terrain
was covered, including CDU’s new Strategic Plan and the
student experience. The VC was exceptionally pleased to
speak one-on-one with you and spoke of doing this more
often. In the most convincing Arnold Schwarzenegger
voice: He’ll be back.
The Executives really gained an insight
into who we are and what it means to
be a part of the IHD community. As an
important part in the future growth
of CDU, it’s hoped you found the
opportunity worthwhile.
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Your community
Whether you like to lend a hand or explore the local hot spots, get out
and amongst the Darwin community.

Don’t forget to send your photos through by Friday, 16 September to be in the running
for the photography competition! Winners will be announced at the End of Year Dinner.
volunteering
Captain Starlight runs Starlight Express Rooms; medical-free havens to
distract sick kids and their families from their illness.
Volunteer your time to help the Starlight Children’s Foundation
bring a smile to a kids face.

events

If you’re looking for a night of soothing vocals, look no further than Vera
Blue on Saturday, 18 September. At just 22 years old, the Australian
singer-songwriter peaked at number 5 on the US Spotify viral top 50
chart earlier this year!

Triple J’s Matt Okine is visiting the Darwin Entertainment Centre on
Saturday, 24 September as part of his national tour. He’s relatable
and downright witty. If you’ve been in Darwin this whole time and
haven’t tuned in to Triple J, then what are you doing?!

hot tip

If you didn’t know it already, Little Miss Korea is the only
Korean BBQ restaurant in Darwin and the food is to die
for! Grab your mates and head to the CBD for a delicious
Dollsot Bibimbap.
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Community members
This edition we’re catching up with Louise Mattson who is part of CDU’s
exchange program.

I’ve come all the way from...

Karlstad, Sweden
Before coming to Darwin I wish
I knew about...

Three words that describe me are...

Curious, clumsy, snoozer

Definitely the
crocodiles! I thought I
would come to Darwin
and learn how to surf
The weirdest thing about
Darwin is...

People’s sense of time
(or lack of it). But I love
how everyone is relaxed
and doesn’t rush around

My dream destination is...

I don’t have a specific
dream destination but I
would like to spend a year
just backpacking around
the world. And I definitely
want to go back to Japan
A surprise to most people is that...

Me and my sisters are
triplets, so there’s two more
of me out there
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safeTALK
IHD is a community built on supporting each other.

In the lead-up to World Suicide Prevention Day,
a group of residents attended an interactive and
thought provoking safeTALK workshop. The half-day
workshop prepares attendees to become suicidealert helpers.
From role-play to videos about ‘giving up weed’, the
content presented by Anglicare NT and teamHEALTH
was educational and enjoyable.
A vital lesson is that while it’s not always a popular
topic of conversation, it’s important to have the
conversation. If your friend, classmate or neighbour’s
behaviour seems out of character, they may need
someone to talk to.
As a community, looking out for one another is up
to all of us. We want your experience with IHD to be
unforgettable and life-changing.

“Are you having
thoughts of suicide?”

If you’d like more information why not come along
to Anglicare NT’s information event at Casuarina
Shopping Square on Friday, 9 September between
11am and 9pm.

- never be afraid to
ask the question.

World Suicide Prevention Day is Saturday, 10 September
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Fast 5

This edition’s Fast 5 are based on: The Northern Territory.

Palmerston was
originally the
NT’s capital city,
not Darwin.

One of IHD’s long-term residents, the
Stone Curlew, is well known throughout
the NT as the ‘Devil Bird’ because of its
eerie, wailing call at night.
The suburb ‘Parap’ can
be spelt both backwards
and forwards.

As part of the solution to
feral camels, the NT
Government is considering
an investment into the
Alice Springs is said to have the highest number of art
‘camel meat’ industry.
galleries and centres than any other region in Australia.

Coming up...
Sunday

TBC
September
Thursday

Bubble Sports
Join in the fun with Big Bubble Soccer, water
balloons, tug-o-war and an egg and spoon race!

Sunday

15-25

September September

Sunday

18
September

Make sure you follow
our Facebook page,
closed group and
Instagram to share
the memories!

Darwin International Film Festival (DIFF)
Where: Deckchair Cinema
Taking place in the last month of Darwin’s
heavenly dry season, the DIFF is an annual
program of films and special events over 11
luscious Top End nights.

Send your photos through
by Friday, 16 September to
be in the running for the
photography competition!

Mitchell Street Mile
Mitchell Street, Darwin CBD from 3:30pm -7pm

Get the lowdown on what’s
coming up in our
community.

Be a part of the hottest mile
in the Southern Hemisphere!
iWitness
There will be 9 runs for men and women of all ages, and lots
of fun!
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Kakadu kombat
A three-day trip visiting one of Australia’s sites listed on the World Heritage
On 3 September 10 members of IHD set off to visit the magnificent area of Kakadu. We were
travelling in a troopy, so we needed to make a few stops on the way to break the trip up and
let people unfold their legs. Our stops included Bark Hut which is a quirky roadhouse and bar
where we saw buffalo and emus and learned some buffalo hunting history, and Mamukala
Wetlands where we watched hundreds of birds on a huge billabong from a large bird hide.
Things didn’t get off to a great start when we arrived at our destination, Jabiru.
It rained for half an hour – just at the time we set up our tents! But we didn’t
let that dampen our spirits as we set off for the Mahbilil Festival on Saturday
afternoon. Mahbilil is the annual Kakadu culture festival incorporating
aboriginal bands and celebrations of dance and bush foods. As the sun went
down, big beautiful lanterns emerged in the shape of animals and spirits to
light the area while we feasted on buffalo and vegetables cooked over coals
and beneath paperbark in a huge pit in the ground. There were dances to
celebrate fire and musicians who sung about cultural issues.
There was more rain throughout the night - we thought it was
simply not meant to happen at this time of year. We had three
flooded tents and a few dampened spirits. This was not the
first camping experience some of our group had hoped for, but there were a
few funny moments too! We learned that our Frenchman in residence is a very
sound sleeper. Flooded tent – no problem, right JP?
So what do you do when it’s wet? Go swimming, of course. We got in the
troopy and drove down to Maguk (Barramundi Gorge) for a day of swimming.
Although it had stopped raining, there were still huge pools of red water on the
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List for both cultural and natural outstanding universal values.
road into Maguk which provided some entertainment as the troopy ploughed its way through.
We walked to the top of the waterfall and the adventurers in the group swam up narrow rock
alleys and climbed through waterfalls as they explored the interesting rock pools. Back at the
bottom of the falls we went swimming in the large waterhole and relaxed in the shade. Laura
got a little muddy on the trip out of Maguk, but she took it all in her stride – with orange tigerlike stripes for the rest of the day. We stopped in at Yellow Water for a quick
look and then drove 150km to watch the sunset at one of the most beautiful
locations in Kakadu, Ubirr. We were all awestruck as we stood high on the
rock and watched the day come to an end.
Monday morning saw the group rise early to pack up our campsite and travel
to Gunbalanya for the Injalak Hill Art Tour. We spent the morning wandering
with our Aboriginal guide through the ancient rock art at Injalak Hill and
learning a bit about the life there. The guide truly treated us to stunning
views of Arnhem Land and the lush areas around
Gunbalanya. After lunch at the community, we
began our return journey to the notorious Cahill
Crossing across the East Alligator River. We spent
20 minutes watching the crocodiles as the tide continued to drop.
After all, we wanted to make sure the troopy would make it through
before the crocs could get to us! We were amazed by the number of
crocodiles in the water and on the actual crossing. And you know it
was noteworthy when the NT News had a cover story the next day on
this. We were lucky to see such a sight.
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What you’ve been up to
From the cafe crawl to Kakadu, below are just a few snaps taken of your
recent adventures.

Don’t forget to send your photos through by Friday, 16 September to be in the running
for the photography competition! Winners will be announced at the End of Year Dinner.
Lake Alexander picnic

Momo evening

IHD’s Got Talent

Red Frogs’ cafe crawl

How awesome is our IHD community? Make sure you follow our Facebook
page, closed group and Instagram to share the memories!
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Health and well-being
Cooking on a budget, peace of mind and the importance of well-being look after yourselves and others.
Take care of yourself and...
get some fresh air!

$9
Sausage Casserole

If you are cooped up inside all day, take a few
minutes to get outside and see the sun. A little
time in the great outdoors can improve your mood
and help you relax.

Take care of yourself and...
take 5 minutes to exercise!

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 medium potatoes, thinly sliced
2 carrots, sliced
1 onion, sliced
1/4 cup uncooked rice
8 sausages
200ml water
1 cup grated cheese

•

420g tomato soup

Method:

1. Preheat oven to 180 degrees celcius.
2. Line the base of casserole dish with a few
layers of sliced potato.
3. Add a layer of sliced carrots.
4. Separate onion rings and layer on top of
carrot.
5. Sprinkle over rice.
6. Arrange sausages on top.
7. Pour over tin of tomato soup and water.
8. Bake for 1.5 hours covered.
9. Remove lid and cook for another 30 minutes.
10. Add grated cheese for the last 10-15 minutes
or until melted and golden.

Darwin Monthly...
LGBTI Health Clinic!
Non-judgemental GP care for any LGBTI or health
issue. Bulkbilling for students and by request.
The Clinics’ GPs are experts in transgender health,
sexual health, mental health, HIV care, S100, PrEP.
Bookings: 7999 7448 admin@northsidehealthnt.com.au

September clinic: Friday, 23 September
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International House Darwin would like to invite you to celebrate our diverse
international community and the friendships made throughout the year.
The inspiration of the evening is World-esque.
Dresscode: Semi-formal attire that celebrates your culture.
Dinner and refreshments are provided | BYO beer and wine, no eskies or spirits.
Date: Wednesday, 21 September
Time: 6:30pm-10:00pm
Place: IHD Central Lawns

RSVP HERE
by Thursday, 15 September

Send your photos through by Friday,
16 September to be in the running
for the photography competition!
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IHD social media:
https://www.facebook.com/IHDarwin/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/902455066543986/
https://www.instagram.com/ihdarwin/?hl=en
Your community:
https://starlight.org.au/how-to-help/volunteering/starlight-express-rooms
http://www.yourcentre.com.au/#!/events/1054/
http://www.yourcentre.com.au/#!/events/1011/
http://littlemisskorea.com/
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